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THE GREAT TRAP 

Mark White Elementary School 

 

Characters:  

Brave Knight  

Dragon 1  

Dragon 2  

 

Synopsis: Our story takes place in a magical Dragon Kingdom. A pair of dragons are locked in a cage at the 

top of the highest castle. On the other side of the forest is a Brave Dragon Hero who is about to be summoned 

on his biggest rescue of his life.  

NARRATOR: Once upon a time in a magical Dragon Kingdom, a pair of dragons are locked in a cage at the 

top of the highest castle. On the other side of the forest is a Brave Dragon Hero who is about to be summoned 

on his biggest rescue of his life. 

 

Brave Knight:(Walks into his office. Sits down and begins to sharpen his sword when he notices an envelope addressed to him): What is 

this? A letter…to me? (He begins to read the letter aloud) “ To the bravest knight in all the land. We are Dragons reaching 

out to you in complete distress. My sister and I are trapped in a castle on the tallest mountain in the kingdom. 

Please come and rescue us tonight or else we are doomed!” Whoa…..A mission at this hour of the day? This 

seems fishy! However, I don't have time to overthink. I must save these two dragons before it's too late!  

NARRATOR: And so the Brave Knight set off to rescue the captive prisoners. Meanwhile the Dragons were 

discussing their present situation.  

Dragon 1: We’ll this is just horrible! 

Dragon 2: To make matters worse we are being used as bait to trap the Dragon Hero!  

Dragon 1: A part of me hopes he doesn’t come. I can’t imagine what they will do to him when they catch him! 

Dragon 2: If only we could use our powers.  
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Dragon 1: Then we’d be able to break free from this cage!  

Dragon 2: But the cage won’t melt or freeze.  

Dragon 1: We are doomed if the Dragon Hero comes. 

Dragon 2: We are doomed if he doesn’t.  

Dragon 1: They are going to turn us into little dino nuggies! (Cries) 

Dragon 2: Shhh… what’s that? 

NARRATOR: Just then the Dragon Hero Knoight burst in! 

Brave Dragon Hero: Have no fear! The Brave Dragon Hero is here! (falls into the room)  

Both Dragons: Oh….No 

Brave Dragon Hero:(dusting himself off) Well that’s not quite the response I’m used to. 

Dragon 2: It’s just… 

Brave Dragon Hero: Shhh… don’t worry about it. Save you fiery breath. I’ll save you! Look, there's the key 

over here. I’ll just ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 

NARRATOR: When suddenly the Dragon Hero Knight was trapped by a rope as he went for the key.  

Both Dragons: Oh, No! 

Brave Dragon Hero: “Oh no”, is right! You set me up! 

Dragon 1: No, we would never! 

Dragon 2: Really, we wouldn’t. We are huge fans!  

Dragon 1: We were trying to tell you that this whole thing was a trap!  

Dragon 2: (Defeated) But it’s too late now. 

Brave Dragon Hero: It’s never too late! Let’s think. We probably have about two minutes before whoever 

wants my head on a platter comes through that door. 

Both Dragons: We’re doomed. 

Dragon 2: Our powers don’t work on this cage. 

Brave Dragon Hero: Wait! They might not work on that cage, but they might work on this rope around my leg! 

Give it all you got! 
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NARRATOR: And with that the dragons cast a spell to free the legs of the Dragon Hero.  

Both Dragons: 1, 2, 3 whoooooshhhh! 

Brave Dragon Hero: I’m free you did it. I mean I’ve never been rescued before. It feels kind of good!  

Dragon 1: Great! Can you get us out now!  

Dragon 2: Hurry!  

Brave Dragon Hero: Oh yes, the key! Unlock the cage! 

Both Dragons: Yay!!  

Brave Dragon Hero: Okay we need a plan to get out of here. Look a badge! I’ll use this and that hat to 

disguise myself as one of them. Put this rope around your neck. Act normal. 

(The Dragons start to howl) Not that normal! Like…a silent normal! Follow me. (Speaks into walkie with an 

accent): Uh..These dragons are getting restless waiting on that dragon hero guy. I'm going to take them out for 

a potty break. Over. (Pause) Taking them now. (Exits) 

NARRATOR: And with that the Dragon Hero took the prisoners from the dungeon they had been trapped in 

and then found themselves…. 

Enters  

Brave Dragon Hero: OH NO WE ARE SURROUNDED!  

Dragon 1:  It looks like we will have to fight. 

Dragon 2: I’ve waited all my life to unleash these powers!  

Fight scene with fight music. 

Brave Dragon Hero: We did it 

Dragon 1: That was amazing!  

Dragon 2: Whoo hoo!!  

Brave Dragon Hero: You know I could use some help saving dragons. You two looking for a job? 

Both Dragons: Wow really! 

Brave Dragon Hero: Sure, Let’s talk about it over ice cream.  

they grab ice cream props (paper cones and paper ball on top) 
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NARRATOR: And so they had Ice Cream to commemorate their new found friendship and they all… 

ALL: Lived Happily Ever After.  

THE END 

 

 

 

Props: 

3 Stand alone Cardboard Enemies 

Letter in Envelop 

Sword 

Rope with Two loops tied 

Badge 

Walkie  

Hat 

Cage décor 

Table 

Chair 


